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Sequence of Game Control via Cam Timer
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At the Start of a new sequence, CT8 has made and feeds +12v to each coin slot
switch.
CT6 is also made so the spotting motor is running and flashing the Star lamps
L1 to L10
Then CT7 makes and switches on Relay 2 , this opens coin slot gate and lights
PLAY NOW lamps L16 & L17, a second set of contacts on R2 connects the Neutral
to the 240v lamps L18 & L19 at the bottom of the cabinet and will light the
STARLET badge
Billy Punter inserts coin into desired coin slot or multiple slots.
As the coin passes through the coin switch it gives a pulse to the corresponding
relay ( R3 to R7 ) Which pulls the relay contacts in, the +12v feed from CT8 on
these contacts keeps the relay pulled in ( Latched ) to register the selected Bet
also lighting the corresponding lamp ( L11 to L15 ) to say the bet is placed.
CT6 Breaks causing the spotting unit to stop on a winning symbol.
CT7 breaks shortly after dropping out R2 causing the coin gate to close and the
PLAY NOW lamps to go out, preventing any further bets to be placed.
The Spotting unit when stopped will have only one of the five outputs active
( SD1 to SD5 ) giving +12v to the corresponding winning relay contact …
If the winning relay is not Latched (No coin inserted) then no pay out will take
place.
If the winning relay is Latched ( bet has been placed ) then the +12v then passes
through the relay contact to the corresponding Cam Timer Switch ( CT1 to CT5 )
The corresponding cam timer switch will pulse R1 firing the pay-out solenoid and
ringing the bell. Each notch in the Cam fires the solenoid and rings the bell once.
The pay-out solenoid pays 2 coins for every pulse it receives.
CT 1 has 6 notches ( 12d pay out )
CT 2 has 4 notches ( 8d pay out )
CT 3 has 2 notches ( 4d pay out )
CT 4 has 1 notch ( 2d pay out )
CT5 has 1 notch ( 2d pay out )
Only one of the above switches will be active per winning game
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Once pay-out is complete CT8 breaks causing all the relays to unlatch and then
makes again ready for the next game cycle to begin.

Additional Notes
Pay out percentage = 58.38%
Tony, a forum member on www.pennymachines.co.uk calculated the percentage pay out based on the following…..
Using the figures of 37 pay out positions of 2 x 8d, 13 x 2d, 1 x 12d, 15 x 2d, 6 x 4d, a total of 108d, assume that Billy
Punter puts one coin in each of the 5 slots each play. Over the course of 37 plays he will put in 37 x 5d = 185d and be
returned 108d. Divide the 108 by 185 and multiply by 100 to give 58.38% to two decimal places. Of course in normal
play it doesn't mean that every time you play you will get that return, but over the course of XYZ plays it will
eventually be that amount, (Tony.)
Relays in machine
The relays used in the machine are the ex GPO (Strowger) 3000 series of relay, they are available on EBay and other
places on the net. But come in different coil resistances, I found a website that recommends 1000 ohm coils or less
for 12v dc operation of these relays, one of the good things is the relays can be dismantled … and coils and contacts
swapped and interchanged to suit.
Jamieson’s used whatever bits were available at the time, so each machine would use slightly different relays / coil
resistances depending on availability, so sometimes it’s difficult to know exactly what parts are used in other
machines, but as the machines used 12v bulbs the power supply was usually designed around this requirement
Cam Timer and Spotting disc motors
The Cam timer used a 12 second per rev motor ( 5 RPM )
And the spotting disc used a Crouzet 5 RPM motor, the motor gearbox needs to have a metal body with metal
gears as the 12v supply is attached to the motor casing and conducts through the gearbox shaft to the spotting arm,
therefore a modern motor/gearbox with plastic case or nylon gears will not work in this application.
Lamps
The main lamps are 12v 2.2w ( 180mA ) lamps and can be found in plenty on eBay ( search using the criteria below )
12v bulb 2.2w E10 MES

Thanks to the guys at www.pennymachines.co.uk forums for the help and assistance
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